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main collection

NICKY  
HAYDEN

racing collection

DUCATI 
RACING

teamwear replica + racing collection

REPSOL 
HONDA

teamwear replica + racing collection

HONDA 
HRC

teamwear replica collection

SIC58 
SQUADRA CORSE

SIZE CHART
OF BRANDS

main collection 

ANDREA  
DOVIZIOSO

main collection

ALEX  
MARQUEZ

main collection

JORGE
MARTIN

main collection

FABIO  
QUARTARARO

dual collection

FABIO QUARTARARO
YAMAHA FACTORY RACING

dual collection

FABIO QUARTARARO
MONSTER ENERGY

main collection

MARC  
MARQUEZ

dual collection

MARC MARQUEZ
REPSOL HONDA

dual collection

MARC MARQUEZ
HONDA HRC

main collection

MARCO  
SIMONCELLI
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official merchandising

FABIO 
QUARTARARO

          5
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection wear

size: S - 3XL

unisex

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: white.
details: screen prints.

code: 2133802world champion t-shirt

world champion t-shirt unisex

size: S - 3XL

code: 2133801

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.
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main collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO

size: S - XXL

man

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

code: 2233802t-shirt

t-shirt man

size: XS - 3XL

code: 2233801

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt code: 2233804

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue navy, black.
details: red piping, contrast black sleeves, screen print.

long t-shirt code: 2233803
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main collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO

size:  XS - 3XL

man

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue navy.
details: screen prints.  

code: 2233806t-shirt

t-shirt man

size: S - XXL

code: 2233805

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: white, black.
details: contrast black sleeves, screen prints.
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

basket tank-top code: 2233807

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% cotton piquet. color: black.
details: flat embroideries (front), screen print (back).

polo code: 2213801 
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main collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO

size: S - XXL

man

fabric: 100% cotton. color: blue navy.
details: screen prints.

code: 2223802hoodie

hoodie man

size: XS - 3XL

code: 2223801

fabric: 100% cotton. color: black.
details: screen prints.
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 80% cotton, 20% polyester. color: blue, red.
details: contrast inserts fabric, screen prints.

long pants code: 20103801

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% nylon. color: blue, red.
details: embroideries.

padded jacket code: 2063801
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main collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO

t-shirt woman

size: XS - XL

code: 2233808

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen print.

size: XS - XL

woman

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue navy.
details: screen print.

code: 2233809t-shirt
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection wear

woman

size: XS - XL

woman

size: XS - XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey color: black, anthracite.
details: screen prints.

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue navy.
details: screen prints.

tank-top sport

tank-top

code: 2033813

code: 2233811
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main collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO

tank-top woman

size: XS - XL

code: 2033814

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

size: XS - XL

woman

fabric: 100% cotton. color: blue navy.
details: screen prints.

code: 2223803hoodie
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection wear

baby

size: 3/6 - 12/18 months

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt code: 2083801

kid

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt code: 2233810
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main collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO

size: 3/6 - 12/18  months

baby

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue navy.
details: screen prints.

code: 2283802onesie

romper baby

size: 3/6 - 12/18  months

code: 2283801

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: white, black.
details: screen prints, contrast black insert.
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection wear

baby

one size

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue, red.
details: screen print.

bib code: 2083804
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main collection cap

FABIO QUARTARARO

baseball cap

unisex unisex one sizeone size

code: 2243802

baseball cap

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: black.
details: embroidered and printed details.

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: black.
details: embroidered and printed details.

code: 2243801
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main collection cap

FABIO QUARTARARO

one size one sizeunisex unisex

code: 2243805code: 2243803

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: blue navy, black.
details: printed details.

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: blue navy, black.
details: embroidered and printed details.

baseball capflat cap
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main collection cap

FABIO QUARTARARO

baseball cap

kid 

one size

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: blue navy, black.
details: printed details, red piping, red sandwich.

code: 2243804

kid
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection accessories

size: 6 x 4,5 cm

material: PVC. 

code: 2053801keyring

keyring

size: 5,5 x 5,5 cm

code: 2253804

material: PVC. 
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main collection

FABIO QUARTARARO
accessories

size: 55 cm length

material: polyester, metal. color: black, red.
details: sublimatic print.

material: 100% polyester. color: black. 
details: sublimatic print.

lanyard

necktube

code: 2253812

code: 2253801
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection accessories

size: big

material: polyester, metal. color: blue navy.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2053804umbrella

umbrella

size: big

code: 2253807

material: polyester, metal. color: black, red.
details: sublimatic print.
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main collection

FABIO QUARTARARO
accessories

fabric: polyester. color: blue, white, red.
details: sublimatic print.

flag code: 2253803

fabric: polyester. color: black.
details: sublimatic print.

flag code: 2253802

size: 140 x 90 cm

size: 140 x 90 cm
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection accessories

material: 100% polyester. color: black.
details: insert in breathable mesh, screen print.

code: 2253808helmet bag

mug code: 2253813

material: ceramic. color: black. 
details: printed.
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main collection

FABIO QUARTARARO
accessories

size: 13,5 x 16 cm

material: 100% PVC.
details: screen print.

code: 2253809medium sticker

big sticker code: 2253810

material: 100% PVC.
details: screen print.

size: 20 x 24 
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FABIO QUARTARARO
main collection accessories

material: EVA. color: blue.
details: embossed print, screen print.

flip flop code: 2053813

size: 36/37 - 44/45
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official racing apparel

FABIO QUARTARARO
YAMAHA FACTORY RACING
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dual collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO 
YAMAHA FACTORY RACING

man

size: S - 3XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue, black.
details: contrast insert fabric, piping, screen prints.

code: 2133902t-shirt

t-shirt man

size: S - 3XL

code: 2133901

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue, red.
details: contrast insert fabric, screen prints.
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dual collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO 
YAMAHA FACTORY RACING

size: S - 3XL

manhoodie

fabric: 100% cotton. color: blue, black. 
details: contrast insert fabric, piping, screen prints.

code: 2123901
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dual collection wear

FABIO QUARTARARO 
YAMAHA FACTORY RACING

size: XS - XL

woman

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue, black.
details: contrast insert fabric, piping, screen prints.

code: 2133903t-shirt

kid

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue, red.
details: contrast insert fabric, screen prints.

code: 2133904t-shirt

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years
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dual collection

FABIO QUARTARARO 
YAMAHA FACTORY RACING

cap

one sizeunisex

fabric: 100% chino cotton.  
color: blue, white, red.
details: 3D and flat embroideries, fabric patches, 
screen prints.

code: 2143901

baseball cap
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dual collection

FABIO QUARTARARO 
YAMAHA FACTORY RACING

accessories

size: 20 x 24 cm 

woman

material: 100% PVC.
details: screen print.

code: 2153901big stickers
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official racing apparel

FABIO QUARTARARO
MONSTER ENERGY

COMING SOON
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official racing apparel

MARC 
MARQUEZ
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt code: 2233004

code: 2233003t-shirt
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main collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ

man

size: S - XXL

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue.
details: screen prints.

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt

t-shirt

code: 2233006

code: 2233005
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

man

size: S - 3XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt code: 2033001

code: 2233007t-shirt
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main collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ

man

size: XS - 3XL

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: main 100% top quality cotton jersey, second 100% technical mesh. color: blue.
details: contrast fabric insert, screen prints.

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: anthracite.
details: screen prints.

active tank-top

t-shirt

code: 2233008

code: 2033007
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 50% cotton, 42% polyester, 8% elastane. color: blue.  
details: screen prints.

code: 2223003active hoodie

fabric: 80% cotton, 20% polyester. color: red, blue.  
details: contrast fabric insert, screen prints.

code: 2223002hoodie
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main collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ

woman

size: XS - XL

code: 2233011

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt

woman

size: XS - XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

code: 2033019t-shirt
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection wear

fabric: 95% cotton, 5% elastane. color: anthracite.
details: screen prints.

size: XS - XL

code: 19103003leggings

fabric: 95% cotton, 5% elastane. color: black.
details: screen prints.

code: 2033026

size: XS - XL

tank-top sport woman

woman
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main collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ

fabric: 100% polyester. color: anthracite.
details: prints.

size: XS - XL

code: 19103004shorts

code: 20103004

size: XS - XL

fabric: 100% polyester. color: black.
details: prints.

shorts woman

woman
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection wear

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt code: 2033031

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

fabric: 100% polyester. color: red.
details: screen prints.

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

code: 2033028t-shirt kid

kid
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main collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: white, red.
details: contrast sleeves, screen prints.

code: 1933031t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt code: 2033032

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

kid

kid
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection wear

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red, grey melange.
details: screen prints.

code: 1923007hoodie

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

t-shirt code: 1933032

kid

kid

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years
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main collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ

fabric: 100% combed cotton. color: white, red.
details: screen prints.

code: 2283002

fabric: *certificated 100% cotton inside, 100% polyester outside. 
color: multicolor. details: all over print.

code: 1983004

romper

romper

baby

baby

size: 3/6 - 12/18  months

size: 3/6 - 12/18  months

*the fabric used for 
this item is certified
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection wear

fabric: 100% combed cotton. color: white, red.
details: screen prints.

pijama code: 2283003baby

size: 3/6 - 12/18  months
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main collection

MARC MARQUEZ
cap

midvisor cap

unisex unisex one sizeone size

code: 2043002

baseball cap

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: red.
details: 3D and flat embroideries.

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: blue, red.
details: print, flat embroidery and woven label.

code: 2243003
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection cap

one size one sizeunisex unisex

code: 2043007code: 2043003

fabric: 100% polyester. color: anthracite.
details: 3D high definition prints, screen print, 
sticker on visor.

fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester. color: red, anthracite.
details: 3D and flat embroidery, screen print.

midvisor capbaseball trucker cap
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main collection

MARC MARQUEZ
cap

flat cap

unisex unisex one sizeone size

code: 1943005

midvisor cap

fabric: 100% polyester. color: anthracite.
details: high density print, flat embroideries 
and contrast seam.

fabric: 100% polyester. color: red, anthracite.
details: flat embroidery, screen print, sticker on visor.

code: 2043012
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection cap

unisex unisex one sizeone size

fabric: 100% acrylic. color: red, blue.
details: texture jaquard, flat embroidery.

beanie

code: 2243004

fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester. color: red, anthracite.
details: flat embroidery, screen print, 
sticker on visor.

code: 1943009

flat cap
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main collection

MARC MARQUEZ
cap

kid one size

baseball cap

one size

code: 1943012

kid

fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester. color: red.
details: 3D and flat embroidery.

fabric: 100% best quality cotton. color: red, anthracite.
details: 3D and flat embroideries, 3D rubber print, 
screen print, sticker on visor.

code: 2043018

flat cap
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection cap

one size one size

fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester. color: white, red.
details: 3D and flat embroideries.

code: 1943014

kid

baseball trucker cap

fabric: 100% best quality cotton. color: red, anthracite.
details: 3D and flat embroideries, sticker on visor.

code: 1943013

kid

flat cap
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main collection

MARC MARQUEZ
accessories

size: 6 x 3 cm

code: 2053002

material: PVC.

size: 8 x 2 cm

material: PVC. 

code: 2053001

keyring

keyring
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection accessories

material: polyester, metal. color: red.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2253002umbrella

size: 4,5 x 7 cm

material: PVC.

code: 2053003keyring

size: big
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main collection

MARC MARQUEZ
accessories

code: 2053007

fabric: polyester. color: red.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2053006

beach towel

flag

size: 140 x 90 cm

size: 100 x 170 cm

fabric: 100% cotton. color: red.
details: printed.
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection

helmet bag code: 2053009

material: polyester. color: red, blue.
details: screen print.

code: 2253001gym bag

size: 34 x 47 cm

material: 100% polyester. color: anthracite, red, black. 
details: insert in breathable mesh, screen print.

accessories
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main collection

MARC MARQUEZ

code: 2053012water bottle

material: aluminium. color: anthracite.
details: printed.

material: enamel. color: anthracite. 
details: printed.

code: 2053010mug

accessories
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection

material: 50% ABS, 50% PVC.
color: red.

code: 2053011mug

fabric: 100% combed cotton. color: red, white.
details: screen print.

code: 2283001bib

kid

baby

accessories
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main collection

MARC MARQUEZ

material: polypropylene.
details: printed.

code: 2053016baby bottle

code: 2053015

size: adjustable

material: PVC. color: red.
details: lightweight, wide foam-filled ear cushions.

headset kid

baby

accessories
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MARC MARQUEZ
main collection

code: 2053017babypacifier

material: polypropylene. color: red.
details: printed.

accessories
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official racing apparel

MARC MARQUEZ
REPSOL HONDA
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dual collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ
REPSOL HONDA 

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 80% cotton, 20% polyester. color: blue, white.
details: contrast insert fabric, screen prints.

code: 2228501hoodie

t-shirt man

size: S - XXL

code: 2238501

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue, white.
details: contrast insert fabric, screen prints.
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dual collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ
REPSOL HONDA 

size: XS - XL

woman

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue, white, orange.
details: contrast insert fabric, screen prints.

code: 2038510t-shirt
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dual collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ
REPSOL HONDA 

t-shirt kid code: 2238502

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue, white.
details: contrast insert fabric, screen prints.

kid

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red, white, blue, orange.
details: contrast insert fabric, piping, screen prints.

code: 2038511t-shirt

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years
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dual collection

MARC MARQUEZ
REPSOL HONDA 

cap

one sizeunisex

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: blue, white.
details: 3D and flat embroideries.

code: 2248501

baseball cap
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official racing apparel

MARC MARQUEZ
HONDA HRC
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dual collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ
HONDA HRC

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% cotton. color: antharicte, white, red.
details: contrast insert fabric, screen prints.

code: 2228001hoodie

t-shirt man

size: S - XXL

code: 2238001

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: anthracite.
details: screen prints.
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dual collection wear

MARC MARQUEZ
HONDA HRC

size: XS - XL

woman

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: anthracite.
details: screen prints.

code: 2038010tank-top

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

code: 2038011t-shirt

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

kid
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dual collection cap

MARC MARQUEZ
HONDA HRC

one sizeunisex

code: 2248001

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: anthracite, red.
details: 3D and flat embroideries, screen print,
woven label.

baseball cap
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official racing apparel

JORGE MARTIN
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JORGE MARTIN
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

code: 2236202t-shirt

t-shirt

size: S - XXL

code: 2136201

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue.
details: screen prints.

man
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main collection wear

JORGE MARTIN

size: S - XXL

size: XS - XL

woman

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.

code: 2236204tank-top

fabric: 100% cotton. color: blue.
details: screen prints.

code: 2126201hoodie man
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JORGE MARTIN
main collection wear

kid

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue. 
details: screen prints.

code: 2236205
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main collection cap

JORGE MARTIN

unisex

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: red, blue.
details: 3D and flat embroideries, screen print,
woven label.

code: 2246201

flat cap

one size one size

code: 2146201

unisex

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: blue.
details: sublimated patch+3D and flat embroidery, 
woven label.

baseball cap
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JORGE MARTIN
main collection accessories

size: 140 x 90 cm

flag

fabric: polyester. color: blue. 
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2256201

size: 13,5 x 5 cm

material: pvc.

code: 2256202keyring
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main collection

JORGE MARTIN
accessories

size: 20 x 24 cm

material: 100% PVC. 
details: screen print.

code: 2256203big sticker
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official racing apparel

ALEX 
MARQUEZ
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ALEX MARQUEZ
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: white, blue.
details: screen prints.

code: 2232002
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main collection

ALEX MARQUEZ
cap

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: white, blue.
details: 3D and flat embroidery, woven label.

code: 2242002

one size

midvisor cap

unisex
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official racing apparel

ANDREA 
DOVIZIOSO
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ANDREA DOVIZIOSO
main collection wear

t-shirt man

size: XS - XXL

code: 2232201

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen prints.
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main collection cap

ANDREA DOVIZIOSO

one sizeunisex

fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester. color: white, red, blue.
details: 3D and flat embroidery, embroidered patch,
screen print, woven label.

code: 2242202

baseball trucker cap
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official racing apparel

MARCO 
SIMONCELLI
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MARCO SIMONCELLI
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

code: 2235002t-shirt

t-shirt man

size: S - XXL

code: 2035010

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints, rubber print.
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main collection wear

MARCO SIMONCELLI

man

size: S - XXL

size: S - XXL

man

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: white.
details: screen print.

code: 2235004t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: green. 
details: screen prints.

code: 2235003t-shirt
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MARCO SIMONCELLI
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: %80 cotton %20 polyester unbrushed. color: black.
details: screen print.

code: 2225001hoodie

t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen print, flat embroidery, rubber print.

code: 2035004
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main collection wear

MARCO SIMONCELLI

woman

size: XS - XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

code: 2235006t-shirt

size: 2/3 - 10/11 years

kid

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: green.
details: screen prints.

code: 2235008t-shirt
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MARCO SIMONCELLI
main collection cap

unisexunisex

fabric: 100% acrylic. color: anthracite grey.
details: flat embroidery, rubber patch, jaquard lines.

code: 2245002

beanie

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: black.
details: 3D and flat embroidery, 3D rubber patch.

code: 2245001

baseball cap

one size one size
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main collection

MARCO SIMONCELLI
accessories

size: 5 x 6 cm

material: 100% resin.

code: 1855010helmet keyring

material: PVC.

code: 2255001keyring
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MARCO SIMONCELLI
main collection accessories

material: polyester, metal. color: white, black. 
details: sublimatic print.

umbrella code: 2255004

size: big

size: 140 x 90 cm

code: 2055002

fabric: polyester. color: white.
details: sublimatic print.

flag
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MARCO SIMONCELLI
main collection accessories

material: aluminium. color: white.
details: printed.

water bottle code: 2055008

size: 34/35 -  44/45

code: 2055009

material: EVA. color: black, red.
details: embossed print.

flip flop
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MARCO SIMONCELLI
main collection accessories

material: 100% polyester. color: black, red. 
details: screen print.

backpack code: 2055011

size: 34 x 45 x 16 cm

code: 2055010

material: 100% polyester. color: black, red. 
details: insert in breathable mesh, screen print.

helmet bag
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MARCO SIMONCELLI
main collection accessories

size: 16 x 13,5 cm

code: 2255003

material: 100% PVC.
details: screen print.

medium stickers

material: 100% PVC.
details: screen print.

big stickers code: 2255002

size: 20 x 24 cm
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official racing apparel

NICKY 
HAYDEN
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NICKY HAYDEN
main collection wear

man

size: S - 3XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints, rubber print.

code: 2234002t-shirt

t-shirt

size: S - 3XL

code: 2234001

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints, rubber print.

man
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main collection wear

NICKY HAYDEN

size: XS - XL

size: S - 3XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints, rubber print.

code: 2034001t-shirt man

woman

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black. 
details: screen prints.

code: 2034006tank-top
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NICKY HAYDEN
main collection cap

one sizeunisex

code: 2244002

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: black.
details: sublimatic print, flat embroidery, rubber patch.

flat cap

one sizeunisex

code: 2044002

fabric: 100% best quality cotton. color: white, blue.
details: 3D and flat embroidery, sublimatic print,
piping, rubber patch.

midvisor cap
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main collection

NICKY HAYDEN
accessories

size: 20 x 24 cm

material: 100% PVC. 
details: screen print.

big sticker code: 2254002

size: 6 x 3,5 cm

woman

metal: 100% metal.

code: 1854001keyring
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official racing apparel

DUCATI
RACING
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DUCATI RACING
main collection wear

man

size: S - 3XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red.
details: 3D print, screen print, woven flag label.

code: 2236002t-shirt

t-shirt

size: S - 3XL

code: 2236001

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black, red.
details: contrast insert fabric, screen print, woven flag label.

man
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main collection wear

DUCATI RACING

size: S - XXL

size: S - XXL

man

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey, technical red mesh. color: black, red.
details: contrast insert fabric, Ducati patch, screen print, woven flag label.

code: 2236004t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black, red, white.
details: contrast insert fabric, Ducati patch, screen print, woven flag label.

code: 2236003t-shirt man
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DUCATI RACING
main collection wear

man

size: S - XXL

t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red. 
details: waffle prints, screen print, woven flag label.

code: 2036008

man

size: S - 3XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton piquet. color: black, red.
details: contrast insert fabric, Ducati patch, screen print, woven flag label.

code: 2216001polo
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main collection wear

DUCATI RACING

size: S - XXL

size: S - 3XL

man

fabric: 100% polyester. color: black, red.
details: contrast insert fabric, flat embroidery, Ducati patch, woven flag label.

code: 2266002softshell

fabric: unbrushed fleece 80% cotton, 20% polyester. color: black, red.
details: contrast insert fabric, Ducati patch, screen print.

code: 2226001hoodie man
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DUCATI RACING
main collection wear

woman

size: XS - XL

t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints, woven flag label.

code: 2036012

woman

size: XS - XL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black, red.
details: screen prints, woven flag label.

code: 2036016tank-top sport
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main collection wear

DUCATI RACING

woman

size: XS - XL

long pants

fabric: 95% cotton, 5% elastane. color: black, red, white.
details: screen prints, contrast fabric insert.

code: 20106003
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DUCATI RACING
main collection wear

size: 2/4 - 8/10 years

fabric: 100% top quality cotton jersey. color: red.
details: screen print, woven flag label.

code: 2236006t-shirt kid

baby

size: 56 - 92 cm

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red, black. 
details: bounded with black jersey, screen prints.

code: 2286001romper
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main collection wear

DUCATI RACING

baby

size: 56 - 92 cm

onesie

fabric: *certificated 100% cotton inside, 100% polyester outside. 
color: multicolor. details: all over print.

code: 1986002

*the fabric used for 
this item is certified
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DUCATI RACING
main collection cap

one sizeunisex

code: 2246005

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: red, black.
details: 3D rubber print, Ducati patch, woven label.

baseball cap

one sizeunisex

code: 2046001

fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester. color: black, red.
details: Ducati patch, rubber patch.

baseball trucker cap
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main collection cap

DUCATI RACING

fabric: 100% best quality cotton. color: black.
details: 3D and flat embroidery, Ducati patch, 
screen print, silver print.

code: 2046003

baseball cap

one sizeunisex
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DUCATI RACING
main collection accessories

necktube 

fabric: 100% polyester. color: red.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2256001

size: 140 x 90 cm

fabric: polyester. color: green, white, red.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2256002flag
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main collection

DUCATI RACING
accessories

size: 4,5 x 4,5 cm

material: PVC.

code: 2056002keyring

fabric: 100% cotton. color: red.
details: embroidered logo.

code: 2256003keyring
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DUCATI RACING
main collection accessories

foldable umbrella 

material: polyester, metal. color: multicolor. 
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2256006

size: big

fabric: polyester, metal. color: black, white, red.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2256007umbrella 

size: small
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main collection

DUCATI RACING
accessories

size: 20 x 24 cm

size: 36/37 -  44/45

material: EVA. color: red, black.
details: embossed print.

code: 2056009flip flop

material: 100% PVC. 
details: screen print.

code: 1956009big sticker
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DUCATI RACING
main collection accessories

babybib

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red, black.
details: screen print.

code: 2286002

baby

fabric: polypropylene. color: red.
details: printed.

code: 2056014pacifier
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main collection

DUCATI RACING

SIZE CHART
ALL MEASURES ARE IN CM

1/2 chest width

3XL

tot. lenght from shoulder

tot. shoulder

XXLXLLMSXSsize

686460565451/

807876747270/

5350474442,541/

t-shirt man

1/2 chest width

3XL

tot. lenght from shoulder

tot. shoulder

XXLXLLMSXSsize

716865626057/

787674727067/

5351494644,543/

hoodie man

hood width

hood length

/

/

27,52726,52625,525

4039,53938,53837,5

1/2 chest width

3XL

tot. lenght from shoulder

tot. shoulder

XXLXLLMSXSsize

//47,54644,54341,5

//7472706866

//4241403938

t-shirt woman

1/2 chest width

3XL

tot. lenght from shoulder

tot. shoulder

XXLXLLMSXSsize

//5250484644

//7068666462

//4543413937

hoodie woman

hood width

hood length

24,5

37,5

//28,527,526,525,5

//41,540,539,538,5

1/2 chest width

1/2 bottom width

tot. lenght from shoulder

8-106-84-62-4size years

43403734

56524844

34323028

t-shirt kid
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official racing apparel

REPSOL 
HONDA
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REPSOL HONDA
teamwear replica collection wear

fabric: 100% polyester piquet. color: blue, white, orange.
details: contrast inserts, prints.

code: 2018502polo

code: 2038506t-shirt

fabric: 100% polyester piquet. color: blue, white, orange.
details: contrast inserts, prints.

man

man

size: S - XXL

size: S - XXL
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teamwear replica collection wear

REPSOL HONDA

code: 2028502

fabric: 100% polyester. color: blue, white, orange.
details: contrast inserts, prints.

sweatshirt

fabric: 100% polyester piquet. color: white, blue, orange.
details: contrast inserts, prints.

code: 2018503polo man

size: S - XXL

man

size: S - XXL
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REPSOL HONDA
teamwear replica collection cap

fabric: 100% polyester. color: navy blue.
details: 3D embroidery, flat embroideries.

code: 2048502

one size

baseball cap

unisex unisex

beanie

one size

fabric: 100% acrylic. color: navy blue.
details: flat embroideries.

code: 2048503
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REPSOL HONDA
repsol racing collection wear

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: anthracite.
details: screen prints.

code: 2238504t-shirt man

code: 2238503t-shirt

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: blue.
details: screen prints.

man

size: S - XXL
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repsol racing collection wear

REPSOL HONDA

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey, insert technical mesh. color: blue, white, red.
details: screen prints, piping.

code: 2238505t-shirt man

size: S - XXL

code: 2228502

fabric: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, insert technical mesh. color: blue, white, red.
details: screen prints, piping.

hoodie

size: S - XXL

man
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REPSOL HONDA
repsol racing collection wear

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% polyester. color: blue, orange.
details: flat embroideres.

code: 1968503padded jacket man

code: 1968502wind jacket

fabric: 100% polyester. color: blue, grey, white.
details: prints.

man

size: S - XXL
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repsol racing collection cap

REPSOL HONDA

code: 2248503

one size

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: white, blue.
details: printed details.

baseball cap

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: blue, white.
details: 3D and flat embroideries.

code: 2248502

one size

baseball cap

unisex unisex
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REPSOL HONDA
repsol racing collection cap

one sizeunisex

code: 2248504

fabric: 100% acrylic. color: blue.
details: flat embroidery.

beanie
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repsol racing collection

REPSOL HONDA
accessories

fabric: 95% polyester, 5% elastane. color: blue.
details: knitted stripes, flat embroidery.

code: 2258502wristband

fabric: 100% polyester. color: blue.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2258504necktube
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REPSOL HONDA
repsol racing collection accessories

umbrella

material: polyester, metal. color: blue.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2258503

material: PVC.

code: 2258501keyring

size: big
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official racing apparel

HONDA 
HRC
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HONDA HRC
teamwear replica collection wear

size: S - XXL

man

size: S - XXL

man

fabric: 100% polyester piquet. color: white, blue, red.
details: contrast inserts, prints.

code: 1918001polo

code: 1938006t-shirt

fabric: 100% polyester piquet. color: white, blue, red.
details: contrast inserts, prints.
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HRC racing collection wear

HONDA HRC

size: S - XXL

man

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints, piping on sides.

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: red, blue, white.
details: fabric contrast inserts, screen prints.

code: 2238002t-shirt

code: 2238003t-shirt
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HRC racing collection wear

HONDA HRC

man

size: S - XXL

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black, red.
details: fabric contrast inserts, screen prints.

code: 2228003hoodie
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HRC racing collection cap

HONDA HRC

unisexunisex

baseball capbaseball cap

one size one size

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: black.
details: 3D and flat embroideries, piping and
red sandwich.

code: 2248003

fabric: 100% chino cotton. color: blue, white, red.
details: 3D and flat embroideries, piping and 
white sandwich.

code: 2248002
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HRC racing collection

HONDA HRC
cap

fabric: 100% acrylic. color: red, blue, white.
details: flat embroidery.

code: 2248004

one size

beanie

unisex
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HRC racing collection

HONDA HRC
accessories

fabric: 95% polyester, 5% elastane. color: red, blue, white.. 
details: knitted stripes, flat embroidery.

code: 2258002wristband

material: polyester, metal. color: multicolor.
details: sublimatic print.

code: 2258004umbrella

size: big
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HRC racing collection

HONDA HRC
accessories

material: 100% PVC.
details: screen print.

code: 2058002medium stickers

code: 2258001keyring

material: PVC.

size: 13,5 x 16 cm
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official racing apparel

SIC SQUADRA 
CORSE
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SIC SQUADRA CORSE
teamwear replica collection wear

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: black.
details: screen prints.

code: 2235009t-shirt

t-shirt man

size: S - XXL

code: 2235011I

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton jersey. color: white, black.
details: screen prints, flat embroideries.

man

size: S - XXL
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teamwear replica collection wear

SIC SQUADRA CORSE

polo man

size: S - XXL

code: 2215002I

fabric: 100% top quality compact cotton piquet. color: white, black.
details: screen prints, flat embroideries.
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ALL MEASURES ARE IN CM

1/2 chest width

3XL

tot. lenght from shoulder

tot. shoulder

XXLXLLMSXSsize

66636057545148

8078767472,57169

58,55551,548464442

t-shirt man

1/2 chest width

3XL

tot. lenght from shoulder

tot. shoulder

XXLXLLMSXSsize

61595755535149

78767472706866

55535149474543

hoodie man

hood width

hood length

22,5

34,5

29,528,527,526,525,524,5

38,538,538,537,537,536,5

1/2 chest width

3XL

tot. lenght from shoulder

tot. shoulder

XXLXLLMSXSsize

//4947454341

//7372717069

//4241403938

t-shirt woman

1/2 chest width

3XL

tot. lenght from shoulder

tot. shoulder

XXLXLLMSXSsize

//5250484644

//7068666462

//4543413937

hoodie woman

hood width

hood length

24,5

37,5

//28,527,526,525,5

//41,540,539,538,5

1/2 chest width

1/2 bottom width

tot. lenght from shoulder

8-9 10-116-74-52-3size years

40,5 43,537,534,531,5

51,5 5647,54440,5

51,5 5647,54440

t-shirt kid

apparel collection

SIZE CHART
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